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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X and Y be real Banach spaces, a an open bounded subset of X, and 
T’ = ({X,}, {PJ, {Y,}, {Qa}) an approximation scheme. Petryshyn [10-131 
introduced the concept of A-proper mappings T: n-t Y to construct 
solutions for the equation 
TX =f (1) 
as the strong limit of solutions of finite-dimensional equations approximat- 
ing (1). Browder-Petryshyn [5, 61 introduced the concept of the degree for 
A-proper mappings T: D -+ Y which is a set-valued degree, having the basic 
properties of the Leray-Schauder degree. In [7] Fitzpatrick generalized the 
degree theory to a class of operators T: n-t Y (9: bounded subset of X) 
which are the uniform limit of A-proper mappings. He showed that this 
degree also has properties analogous to those of the classical degree and 
indicated suitable applications of this degree in obtaining existence theorems 
to Eq. (1). 
It is our object of the present paper to prove the existence of a solution to 
Eq. (l), where T is the uniform limit of A-proper mappings 
T,:&,:=anD+ Y. 
Here D is an arbitrary and D an open bounded subset of X with closure J?. 
In particular T must not be defined on the closure of some subset of X as in 
the cited papers. In Section 2 we prove two existence theorems to Eq. (1) 
using A-proper operators defined on DD , homotopy arguments and degree 
theory. Some consequences of these theorems also are given. For mappings 
in Hilbert space we give in Section 3 sufficient conditions which ensure that 
the mapping is A proper. 
* Current address: Institut fiir Instrumentelle Mathematik der Universitiit 
Diisseldorf, MoorenstraDe 5, 4 Diisseldorf, West Germany. 
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2. EXISTENCE THEOREMS TO EQ. (1) FOR SOME CLASSES OF OPERATORS 
Let X and Y be real Banach spaces. We shall use the symbols “+” and 
“-” to denote strong and weak convergence, respectively. 
Let D C X be arbitrary and JJ C X be open and bounded with closure 
g and boundary afin; then we define: 52,: = Sz n D, aD: = 0 n D, and 
afi,: = as2 n D. We remark that Qn, (respectively, a52o) is not the closure 
(respectively, boundary) of Sz, . 
DEFINITION 1. A mapping T: QD ---f Y is said to be quasi A proper if 
and only if for any sequence {xn} C fiD , such that TX, -+ f for some f E Y, 
there exists an element x E 8, such that TX = f. 
DEFINITION 2. By an (oriented) approximation scheme for mappings 
from X to Y we mean two sequences {X,} and {Yn} of oriented finite- 
dimensional subspace of X, respectively Y, such that X, C X,,, , respectively 
yn c Y?L,l > with dim X, = dim Y, for all n and two sequences {P,} and 
{Qn} of bounded linear projections of X onto {X,}, respectively Y, onto 
{Y,}, such that P,x + x for all x E X and Qny + y for all y E Y with 
11 Qn 11 < K for all n with some constant K > 0. 
ASSUMPTION 1. Let 
and 
a52,: = a52 n x, c a.nD for all n. 
We note that a, is an open bounded subset of X, with closure Q, and 
boundary aa,, . 
DEFINITION 3. A mapping T: D, -+ Y which satisfies Assumption 1 is 
said to be A proper with respect to the approximation scheme 
if and only if for any sequence {xn} such that x, l on, and QnTxn -f for 
some f E Y there exists a subsequence (~~1) and an element x E 0, such that 
x,f-+xand Tx=f. 
LEMMA 1. Let Assumption 1 be satis$ed. Let 0 < Ed < cl < 00. Suppose 
that, for all t E [es, cl], T,: Do -+ Y is A proper with respect to the scheme 
(VW7 V’A P’& iQn>) and 
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for all x E aQn, and all t E [Em , q]. Let Ttx be continzrous on [eZ , el] uniformly 
for all xtza’, . Then there exists an integer n,, > 0 and a constant d > 0 such 
that 
II QnTtxn - Qnf II b d 
for all x E as2, , all t E [es , CJ and each n > n, a 
Proof. Suppose that the assertion of Lemma 1 is false, then there exists a 
sequence {nj} of positive integers with ni --f co, a sequence {x,,: x,, E a&&>, 
and a sequence {tj} with tj E [cZ , cl] such that 
II QnjTtjx”j - Qnjf II - 0. 
Because tj E [ea , 1 E ] there exists a subsequence (also denoted by tj) and a 
number t E [ca , or] such that tj ---f t. Thus we have by assumption of the 
lemma according to x,, E X&j C a!2, CDo 
II Qnjkj - Qn,f II d II QJtx,, - QnjTt,xnl II + II QnjTtjxnj - Qnjf II 
G K II Ttxnj - Ttjxnj II + II QnjTtjxnj - Qn,f II -+ 0 
for j- co, i.e., Qn,Ttx,* -+f. Because T, is A proper with respect to the 
approximation scheme I’ there exists a subsequence {xn,,} and an element 
x ED, such that x,,’ 3 x and Tlx = f. By x,$ E aa,, C asZ there follows 
x E X2, i.e., x E 352 n 0, = 852, contradicting the assumption of Lemma 1. 
DEFINITION 4 (see [5, 61). Let T:oD ---f Y be an A proper mapping 
with respect to the scheme r and let T,: = QnT jn : an + QnY be continu- 
ous for each n. Let 2’ be the set of all integers (poiitive, negative, and zero) 
together with {+ co} and {-co}. Furthermore let f $ T(X?,); then we 
define Degr(T, Go, f) to be the subset of 2’ defined as follows: 
(a) The integer m lies in Deg,(T, Sz, ,f) provided there exists a 
sequence {nj} such that deg(T,, , A&, , Qn,f) is defined and equals m for 
all j; 
(b) +a [-aI ED%-(T,% ,f) P rovided there exists a sequence 
{nj} such that deg( T”, , !&, , Qnj f) is defined for all j and 
liy d&T,, , Q,, , Qnjf) = a[- ~01. 
Remark. The degree deg( T”, ,52, , Qn,f) used in Definition 4 is the 
classical Brouwer degree for mappings of oriented finite-dimensional Eucli- 
dean spaces of the same dimension. 
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We will now prove some existence theorems to Eq. (I) for mappings 
T: 0, -+ Y. 
THEOREM 1. (a) Let the assumption of Lemma 1 (with Ed = 0, l 1 = 1) be 
satis$ed. Let QnTtx be a continuous mapping of [O, l] x 0, into Q%Y for all n. 
(b) Suppose that Dege(T, , Qn, ,f) # (0). Then there exists at least one 
x0 E G, such that 
Tdco =f. 
Proof, According to Lemma 1 there exists an integer n, > 0 and a 
constant d > 0 such that 
II QnTtx - Qaf II t d 
for all x E &$ , all t E [0, I], and each n 3 n,, . In virtue of 
there exists a sequence (nk} such that 
des(Qn,T, J&ah ,Qn,f) =+ o. 
Hence by the classical degree theory we have for nk > n, , 
dedQn,T, 7 Q+. ) Qn,f 1 = hdQnrl; , %, , Qn,f) f  0, 
i.e., there exists xnk E 6?R,k such that Qn,Tpn, = Q,,f. For k + 00 we have 
Qn,f -+ f .  Therefore in virtue that T,: aD -+ Y is A proper, it follows the 
existence of a subsequence {xn,,} and an element x0 E 0, such that x,,$ --f x0 
and T,,x, = f .  By assumption x0 $ aQD , i.e., x0 E QD , proving Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. (a) Let Assumption 1 be satisfied. Let T,: aD -+ Y be A 
proper with respect to the scheme ({X,}, {P,}, {Yn}, {Qn}) for all t E (0, 11 such 
that 
Ttx #f 
for all x E a& . Suppose that T,: OD -+ Y is quasi A proper. Let T,x be a 
continuous mapping of [0, I] into Y uniformly for all x EL(Z, , and fw all n, 
let QnTp be a continuous mapping of [0, l] x Liz, into QnY. 
(b) Suppose that Deg,(T, , Qo ,f) # (0). Then there exists at least 
one element x0 EaD such that 
Tdco =f. 
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Proof. Let {tR} C [0, I] be a monotonically decreasing sequence such that 
t, -+ 0. Then, for t E [tk , 11 and x ~~~ , T,x satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 2. Therefore there exists for every K an element xk E 9, such that 
Tt,x, = f. Hence by 
To+ = (Toxs - Tt,x,) + f  
and the uniform continuity of Ttx with respect to x E 0, the right-hand side 
converges to f for K + 03. By our conditions on T,, there exists an element 
x,, gDD such that TcrxO = f, which proves Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Assumption 1 be satisfied. Let T: 0, -+ Y be quasi 
A proper such that 
II TX -f II 3 d 
for all x E 80, with some constant d > 0. Suppose that, for all n, QlaT is 
continuous from Qn to QnY. Let S: 0 -+ Y be continuous and bounded,l and for 
all t E (0, I], let Tt: = tS + T be A proper with respect to scheme P. Suppose 
Deg,( Tl , QD , f) f  @I. Then th ere exists at least one element x0 ED~ such 
that TX,, = f .  
Proof. We apply Theorem 2. It is sufficient to prove Tp ff for all 
x E aQn and all t E [0, 11. By the assumption of the Theorem it follows 
for all x E as2, and all t E [0, 11. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let a, be symmetric such that 0 E 52, , i.e., if x E oD it 
follows that - x eDn, . Suppose that Assumption (a) of Theorem 1 is satisjed 
with f  = 0. Furthermore, let 
T,(x) = - TI(- x) 
for all x E aSz, . Then it exists an element x,, E a, such that 
T,,xO = 0. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 1. It is sufficient to prove 
DegdT, , QD ,O) f {Oh 
1 We may assume without loss of generality that sup,,0 11 Sx 11 Q d/2. 
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By the conditions of the theorem it follows that QnT1(x) = - Q,J’i(- x) for 
all x E a& and all n. Furthermore, hv Lemma 1 there exists an integer 
no > 0 and a constant d > 0 such that 
for all x E Z’, and all n >, n, . Hence by the classical Borsuk theory 
deg(QnTI 9 Q,, 0) is an odd integer; therefore Deg,(T, , sZD , 0) # (0). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let fi, be symmetric such that 0 E Sz, . Suppose that 
Assumption (a) of Theorem 2 is satisfied with f = 0. Furthermore, let 
T,(x) = - Tl(- x) 
forallxEaQD, Then there exists an element x,, E G, such that 
TOxo = 0. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 2. It suffices to prove Deg,(T, ,52, , 0) # (0) 
which follows as in the proof of Proposition 2. 
Remark. The operators T,: oD + Y studied in this paper are defined 
on Q D: = Q n D, where Sz is a bounded open subset of X (with closure Q) 
and D is an arbitrary subset of X (e.g., a dense linear subset of X), i.e. 8, 
is in general not a closed subset of X. Theorems 1, and 2 and Propositions l-3 
therefore generalize in one sense results of Petryshyn [IO-131, Browder- 
Petryshyn [5, 61 and Fitzpatrick [7]. Such theorems may be of great import- 
ance in studying differential equations. 
3. A-PROPER AND QUASI-A-PROPER MAPPINGS 
In this section we will give sufficient conditions on T: Dii, + Y to be A 
proper, respectively quasi A proper, with respect to the approximation 
scheme r. 
ASSUMPTION 2. Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product (., .) 
and let {H,} be a sequence of closed linear finite-dimensional subspaces of H 
such that H, C H,,, and ur=r H, is dense in H. Let P,, be the projection 
of H onto H, . Suppose that D is a linear subset of H such that H, C D for 
all n. Suppose that Sz: = {x E H: (1 x II < Y} with some r > 0. 
Remark. It follows by Assumption 2 that ({Hn}, {P,}, {H,}, {P,}) is an 
approximation scheme for mappings from H to H. As in Section 2 we define 
Szo, fi,, and 852o. 
409/43/I-17 
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DEFINITION 5. Let A be a mapping with domain D(A) C H and range 
R(A) C H. Then A is said to be 
(i) monotone, if for all X, y E D(A) 
(Ax - Ay, x - y) 3 0; 
(ii) strictly monotone, if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for 
all X, y E D(A) 
(Ax - AY, x -Y) > c II x - Y II’. 
DEFINITION 6. An operator A with D(A) C H and R(A) C H is said to 
be m monotonic iff 
(i) A is monotone; 
(ii) R(I + A) = H. 
Remark. By Definition 6(i) it follows that (I + A)-’ exists on R(I + A) 
and is Lipschitz continuous (see, e.g., Kato [9]). 
ASSUMPTION 3 (A,). Let A,:QO -+ H such that A,(x) = A,(x, X) satis- 
fying the following conditions: (i) for all x E D, A,(*, x): 0-t H is continuous 
from the weak to the strong topology; (ii) for all x ED, A,(%, .): D -+ H is 
m monotonic. 
ASSUMPTION 4 (A,). Let A,(x) = A,(x, X) with A,,: 0 x D--f H such 
that A,(x, , P,v) -+ A,,(x, , 71) for all n E D and all sequences {x~} satisfying 
x,ED~ and x,-x,,E~. 
THEOREM 3. Let T: = A, + A, where Assumptions 2, 3(A,), and 4(A,) 
are satisfied. Suppose that, for all x EQ~ , A,(x, *) is strictly monotone and 
A,: oD -+ H is compact and continuous. Then T: oD -+ H is A proper with 
respect to r = (WJ, P,), {Kl, Pd). 
Proof. Assumption 1 is satisfied. Let {xn} be a sequence such that 
x, E Sz, and P,Tx, + f for some f E H then we obtain by the conditions on 
A, that P,pA,x,s --+ fi for some subsequence n’ (with suitable fi E H). By 
the boundedness of {x,,} there exists a subsequence (also denoted by {x%,}) 
and an element x,, ED such that x,’ - x0 . Let v E D; then by the conditions 
on A,, 
0 < (A&x,,, x,,) - Ao(x,,, P&, x,’ - P,,v) 
= (Ao(x,,, x,,> - Aoh, P,cv), Pdx,~ - 4) 
= (Pn,Al(x,,) - P,,4,(x,,, Pn4, x,’ - v) - (fi - A&, v), xo - v) 
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for n’ -+ co. Hence 
(fi - A,@0 Y v), x0 - v) 3 0 
for all ~1 E D. Therefore 
II x0 - v II2 d (x0 - w, x0 - 4 + (fi - A,@0 9 4, x0 - 4 
~(~o--+ffi-Ao(~o,~),~o--v). 
By Assumption 3(ii) there exists a unique no E D such that 
~O+AO(~O,~o)=~o+fi. 
Hence II x0 - zro// = 0, i.e., X,ED n D =a-, and 
Ao(xo 9 x0> =f1 * 
By the conditions on A,, 
Cll%, - P,cx,, II2 = (4&n, , w> - A,@,, , f’vcxo), x,’ - P,,xo) 
< (P,,A,(x,, , x,,) - A,@,, , P,,xo), x,’ - P,,xo) + 0 
for n’ + co, i.e., x,, ---f x0 . Hence we obtain by de&ion of T, 
A,@, 3 xo> + A&o) = Wo) =f, 
proving Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let T: = A, + A, such that the Assumptions 2 and 3(A,) 
are satisfied and A,: on, + H is compact and weakly continuous. Then 
T: DLi, -+ H is quasi A proper. 
Proof. The proof follows as in Theorem 3. Let {xn} Can such that 
TX, -+ f for some f E H; then by the boundedness of {xn} and the condition 
on A, there exists a subsequence {xn,> and an element x0 EQ such that 
x,1 - x0 E fi and Alx,, + fi with suitable fr E H. By the conditions on A, 
we have for all er E D 
0 < (Ao(x,, , x,,> - Aoh, 3 4, x,, - 4 -+ (fi - 4,(x,, 4, xo - v) 
for n’ -+ co. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain x0 eDD and 
AI = fi . By the weak continuity of the mapping A,: 0, -+ H the asser- 
tion of Theorem 4 follows. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let H be a real Hilbert space, which satisjies Assumption 2. 
For t E [0, 11, let T,x: = tx + B,(x) such that 23, satisfies Assumptions 3(i3,) 
and 4(B,). Then, for t E (0, 11, T, is A p ro p er with respect o r and To is weakly 
A proper. 
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Proof. The second part of the proposition follows directly by Theorem 4. 
The first part follows by Theorem 3, by setting 
A,(% y): = tr + Bo(GY) 
and the remark that a mapping A: D --P H being m monotonic yields tI + A 
(with t > 0) is m monotonic (see, e.g., Kato [9], Lemma 2.1) and strictly 
monotone. 
DEFINITION 7. A mapping A: a + H is said to be of type (M) provided 
the following condition hold: if x, E Q, x, - x0 , TX, - x and 
lim;up(Tx, , x,) ,< (x, x0), 
then TX, = x. 
DEFINITION 8. A mapping A: J? + H is said to satisfy condition (S)+ 
provided that whenever {x,} Co is such that x, - x,, and 
then x, --f x0. 
lim;up( TX, , x, - x0) G 0, 
The difinition of a mapping of type (M) given above is slightly different 
then that given by Brezis [l]. Mappings with property (S)+ have been 
introduced by Browder [3] in the study of nonlinear eigenvalue problems. 
THEOREM 5. Let T: = A, + A, such that assumptions 2, 3(A1), and 
4(A,) are satis$ed. Suppose that A,: a -+ H is of type (M), bounded, and 
satisfies condition (S)+. Then T is A proper with respect to ({H,}, {P,}, {H,,), 
{Pn>)* 
Proof. Let {x,) be a sequence such that x, E 52, and P,Tx, ---f f for some 
f E H, then there exists a subsequence {x,f} and an element x0 ED such that 
X,’ - x0 . Let v E D; then by the conditions on A, we have 
SQ: = (P,>A,(x,r , x,,) - Ao(xnt , P,/v) + P,,Aa(xnt), x,’ “v) 
- (fi - A,@, > v), xo - v>. 
Furthermore, we obtain 
Tn, = (Ao(x,# , x,t) - A,(x,* , P,,v) + Az(x,,), x,’ - P,w) 
+ (Aoh 3 P,W), v - P,W) 
2 (A&n,>, xn l -  v) + (A&,,) ,  v -  P,P) + (Ao(w ,  PA v -  Pm4 
> (A&,,) ,  x ,  ’ -  v> -  I I  A&,~)ll I I  v -  Pn,v I I  
+ (AoCw 3 P,*v), v - P,W). 
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Hence, by the boundedness of A,, and the conditions on A,, , 
limnsup &, > limnsup(A,(x,,), x,’ - v). 
Therefore we have for all w E D, 
limnq(A2(xn,), x,’ - v) d (f - Ao(xo ,4, x0 - u). 
There exists a subsequence (also denoted by n’) such that A2(x,,) - z. 
From the last inequality we obtain for all ZJ E D 
/I x0 - v /I2 + limnsup(A,(x,,), x,’ - v) - (z, x0 - v) 
d (f + x,, - TJ- A&,, ,v> - 2, x,, - v). 
By Assumption 3(ii) there exists a unique v. E D such that 
~o+A,(x,,~,)=f+x,--. 
Hence we have 
II x0 - v. II2 + limnsup(A2(x,,), x,’ - vo) < (H, x0 - vo> 
from which follows that 
limnsup(A2(x,,), Q) < (z, x0). 
Therefore, by the conditions on A,, we have A,(x,) = z, i.e., 
limnsup(A2(xn-), x,,) < (A2(xoh x0) 
from which 
limnsup(A2(x,,), x,’ - x0> = limnsup(A2(x,,), ~9) - (z, x0) 
G 642(x0), xo> - b42@0), xo) = 0. 
Hence, by the conditions on A, , x,, -+ x0. Therefore, by the above inequal- 
ity, we obtain 
II x0 - vo II2 + (z, x0 - wo) < (z, x0 - vo), 
which implies x0 = u. E ao . Furthermore, we obtain 
TX,) = Ao(xo 9 x01 + A2bo) =A 
proving Theorem 5. 
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Remark. The results of this section generalize in one sense results of 
Petryshyn on A proper mappings. 
Combining the existence theorems of Section 1 in a suitable manner 
with the sufficient conditions on A proper mappings of Section 2, we obtain 
existence theorems to Eq. (l), improving in one sense results on the maximal 
monotone mappings studied in several papers (see, e.g., [2, 4, 14, 151) and 
the results of Hess [8] on generalizations of maximal monotone mappings by 
using homotopy arguments. It should be remarked that the operators studied 
in this paper are single valued in contrast to the maximal monotone mappings 
which are multivalued. 
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